Evaluation of EBT radiochromic film using a multiple exposure technique.
Radiochromic film is a self developing two-dimensional dosimeter system that is widely used in radiotherapy. Since its development some 40 years ago many improvements have been made; however the sensitivity can vary across the film and a non-linear dose response remains. The former can be addressed using a double exposure technique; however this technique assumes that the response is linear so that the dose distribution is incorrectly measured. We are proposing the use of two homogenous exposures; one performed prior, the other after the irradiation to be measured. In this 'multiple exposure technique' (MET), the first homogenous exposure can be used to correct for variations in response in different parts of the film, while the second homogenous exposure allows correction for non-linearity of response with dose. The MET was tested with a 60° wedged field and an Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy fluence map produced by a computerised treatment planning system. In the wedge field measurements, the MET profile showed agreement within 0.6 cGy for 80% of the field compared to ionisation chamber dose values. A comparison of a TPS generated fluence map dose distribution with one measured using conventionally calibrated EBT, and another measured with MET calibrated EBT, showed similar agreement. The MET would be particularly useful for the assessment of highly inhomogenous dose distributions with high maximum dose such as encountered in hypofractionated radiation therapy.